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10FOLD COMMUNICATIONS IS A HIGHTTECH INTEGRATED MARKETING &
PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY.

Presentation

REDESIGN - PARALLAX – RESPONSIVE –
WORDPRESS CMS

About
10Fold

10Fold Communications is a high--‐tech integrated
marketing and public relations agency. They leverage
their specialized skills and their well--‐established
media and analyst relations to provide their clients
with far--‐ reaching perspectives, insights and results.
They are dedicated to their client’s success and have
the know--‐how to make it happen.
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Services Provided
Custom web design
Responsive design
CMS development - WordPress

Our Mission

Maintenance and hosting
Create a professional website design that
reinforces the 10fold brand and provides an
optimal user experience while focusing on
the business objectives of the site. Also,
build a CMS solution enabling 10Fold to
efficiently manage their dynamic content.

Before
10Fold was originally Trainer Communications. They
changed their name in 2015 to 10Fold. The previous design
was outdated and unappealing. They wanted a new design
that would be eye catching, appealing and responsive, as
well as functional with and easy to navigate layout.
10Fold was building a foundation for market expansion and
potential rapid growth. Moonstone recommended a strong
emphasis on building a solid foundation with footings that
would support marketing strategies, volume growth,
scalability, and performance.

Moonstone designed a
professional, compelling, eye
catching website using a modern
parallax design. The new design is
clean yet creative using high
quality impactful images. We
designed the site to not only be
powerful and impressive but well
organized and functional.

Our
Re-Design

Responsive
Responsive web design is not only about adjustable screens and
automatically resizable images, but rather about a whole new
approach to web design - you build one site that is has the ability
to adapt to all devices. The adaptable page views improve
usability, engagement and performance on all devices.

Our Project Goals
& Accomplishments
10folds site is a new parallax design that
highlights their brand and 10fold’s personality.
The site’s vibrant eye catching design and
compelling information has become a powerful
and vital marketing tool for their sales force.
Since the site is built on WordPress and is easy
to update it has been consistently evolving with
new content since the launch of the new site.

The new web design has been invaluable with
the increase of new customers and enhancing the
online image. Page views have increased by 10K
in a year, form leads have dramatically increased,
and the visitor sessions have almost doubled since
the launch of the site.
The site development with the easy to use
templates, posts, and widgets capability has
significantly reduced the time and cost in content
updates on the site – with all updates easily being
made by members of the 10fold team.

Results

